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When I discuss, weather and fishing with 
people it becomes clear to me that 
everyone has their own ritual of deter-
mining when to go and when not to 

go. The real tough calls are those gray-zone calls: Should 
I stay or should I go. Throw in the fact that the bite 
always increases directly infront of a large front mov-
ing through and you are attempting to fine-tune your 
approach, departure and travel time and to do so safely. 
How many times have I loaded up the boat on the front 
line of a biblical torrential downpour with lightening 
cracking over my shoulder and my hair standing on end 
with water spouts about (and a full cooler of fish) and 

swearing that this will never happen again? Let’s just say 
more than once, or twice, or…. For the Hard-Corers 
Repeat 3 times and print this out and put it in the top 
of your fishing hat: Remember: #1: Safety first; Fishing 
second; #2: The trip is supposed to be fun the whole 
time, which includes the last 5 miles to the hill; not just 
the first 95% of the trip.

Fortunately now I am a bit wiser albeit dispropor-
tionally older for some reason. Here is my weather 
watching routine with associated websites and a specific 
example of what I am looking at; incorporate it into 
your own method as you feel necessary. 

If you can pick a single day out of 2 or 3 possible 
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When people ask me, “So, when is the best time to go fishing?” I always reply, 

“When you’ve got time to go fishing.” The real adage of watching the weather is “You 

never know – Till you Go.” Of which the truth of the matter is you only really know 

– After you’ve Been. There is no better way to have a wonderful day than a gorgeous 

day on the water catching fish; and conversely there is no worse, or more dangerous 

way, than to underestimate and misplan what to expect on the water from the 

weather. When in doubt, play it safe. 
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days try and pick the 
best day to be out on 
the water. Know how far 
out you are going and 
what type of waters you 
feel you can comfortably 
handle; as well as that of 
your crew. There does 
seem to be a certain 
correlation with ‘cheerios 
chuming’, a term I learned 
35 years ago, desperately 
sea-sick myself at age 12 
and vomiting on a 4/0 
reel and happily catching 
fish left and right. There 
is a high correlation 
between Cheerio (English/
Bloke Version) Chumming 
and Catching Fish for 
some untold reason….but 
it is best if not from the 
Captain.

First: the local Intelli-
cast for our area weather 
(Tallahassee) for the 10 
day forecast; only 4 days 
are presented here. http://www.intellicast.com/IcastPage/LoadPage.aspx?loc=ktlh

&seg=LocalWeather&prodgrp=Forecasts&product=Forecast&pr
odnav=none&pid=none

Second, I go to the IR Satellite View on this link:

http://www.intellicast.com/IcastPage/LoadPage.
aspx?loc=ktlh&seg=LocalWeather&prodgrp=SatelliteIm
agery&product=Satellite&prodnav=none

Tallahassee’s Current Time: 
11:38 which is 15:38 GMT      
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I put these (current; but static) views 
into motion on the loop and note the 
steering and feeding currents and major 
bands.

Then I go to the Radar and put this 
in motion also and note the steering and 
feeding currents and review any weather 
producing bands.

Third I go to two separate sentinel 
buoys over 100 miles out in the Gulf 
and specifically look at wave height, wind 
direction and speed and the period of 
the waves and I look to see if they are 

trending up, down 
or relatively stable. 
I compare the data 
from these two buoys 
and make sure that 
this information cor-
relates with the previ-
ous weather patterns 
reviewed. This data 
is from the National 
Data Buoy Center 
of the Gulf Mexico 
that brackets my 
area (Station 42036 
– W. Tampa and 
42039 of Pensacola 
at this address: 
http://www.ndbc.
noaa.gov/station_page.
php?station=42036 
(for W.Tampa); Note 
this Buoy is 106 NW 
West Northwest of 
Tampa. I also actively 
look at a convergence 
of the Water Tem-
perature, Air Tem-
perature and the Dew 
Point because (un-
substantiated by the 
way) these are the 
conditions (based on 
relative humidity) that 
bring about sea fog.
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Note here that you have hourly updates of current conditions for the 
last 24 hours and specifically you have the Wind Direction, Windspeed 
(with gusts); Wave Height, Period of the waves, Barometric pressure with 
changes per 24 hour period, Air Temperature, Water Temperature and 
Dew Point.
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Here is the Pensacola Buoy (115 NM Southeast of Pensacola) for comparison:
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Fourth, I go to the Naval Oceanographic Office and 
look at the significant Wave Heights currently, 12 hours, 
24 hours, 36 hours and 48 hours;. Note, I placed the 
website above each image; by just changing the last digit 
from /mex0. to /mex2. to /mex4. to /mex6. to /mex8. 
each image comes up; then you can proceed forward 

and back and view a pseudo-simulation of the movement 
of the fronts. It’s crude but it works.

Note the Dark Blue; are 0 to 2 foot seas in the 
Panhandle Area; the arrows are giving the direction of 
the predominant wind at the given time.

https://128.160.23.54/products/SWAPS/mex0.gif
https://128.160.23.54/products/SWAPS/mex2.gif
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https://128.160.23.54/products/SWAPS/mex4.gif
https://128.160.23.54/products/SWAPS/mex6.gif
https://128.160.23.54/products/SWAPS/mex8.gif
Fifth, I review the Marine Forecast at 

http://www.wunderground.com/MAR/GM/755.html

This example was presented with a review of condi-
tions for Friday 14th for the morning and afternoon and 
possibly into the evening. For the location that I am 
heading out of and where I am going; I am as confident 
one can be that given our Spring weather patterns that 
I am looking at great conditions. All separate web-sites 
conditions jive with each other; these are all separate 
sources using separate technologies and modeling equip-
ment. 

Sixth, I listen to the Marine Band Radio in the 
morning of my trip; prior to leaving and I also check it 

when on the water. Now, I check the tides, the moon 
rise and set times, game activity forecasts. Once these 
web-sites are marked on your computer and placed 
under your Mariner’s Forecast File; it takes me approxi-
mately 2 minutes to determine what type of weather I 
most likely will be looking at. 

Having presented this information to my friends and 
wife; on more than one occasion I have called into them 
from the water and asked for them to review a current 
radar for me; the steering currents, the wind, and the 
conditions behind it. 

Most importantly when on the water, it is so impor-
tant to keep up with ‘situational awareness’: one eye to 
the sky and keep the Marine Radio tuned to listen for 
any reports of sudden weather changes which Florida is 
so famous for. Live to fish another day; right now, I’ve 
got to go prep those rods! It’s Hammer Time….
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